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Abstract 

Reentrant volume phase transition of hydrogel wall membrane of microcapsules (MC) was first 

observed using MC suspensions consisting of poly(L-lysine-alt-terephthalic acid) wall and aqueous 

inner and outer solutions with different pHs.  To analyze the dynamics of the reentrant phase 

transition, we extended the theory for the swelling and the shrinking dynamics of the microcapsule 

gel (Langmuir 2003, 19, 4051-4054).  In the theory, the microcapsule size and the force constant 

for the driving force which give rise to the size relaxation were chosen as the thermodynamic 

variables.  The time course of the cross-sectional area of the microcapsules fitted well to the 

theoretical equations, and the time constants determined as the fitting parameters were discussed in 

terms of the force constant relaxation and the size relaxation.   
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I. Introduction 

The reentrant phase transition has been observed in a variety of phase transitions such as 

ferromagnet-spin glass transition, insulator-metal phase transition, first-order phase transition of 

superconductivity, nematic-smectic phase transition, solvent-induced phase transition and 

multiphase phase transition of polymer solutions, and solid-liquid phase transition of ionic colloidal 

dispersions [1-10]. The mechanism of the reentrant phase transition has been discussed in terms of 

each characteristic interaction force.   Recently, multiple reentrant phase transitions were observed 

in both ionic and nonionic gels between the swollen and collapsed states. The unique behavior of the 

gel volume was attributed to a combination of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions 

between constituent polymer segments and analyzed by a mean field theory [11,12]. The dynamics 

of the reentrant transition, however, has not been studied yet.  When we use the conventional bulk 

gels, it is difficult to cover the whole time course and the pathway of the gel characteristic properties 

because it takes time consuming to reach the equilibrium state.  Thin hydrogel membranes of 

microcapsules has an advantage for the study of the dynamics because of their large surface 

area/volume ratio [13].  Furthermore, a unique phase transition dynamics of microcapsule gel 

membranes in both swelling and shrinking processes were explained by a single equation at different 

initial conditions [14].  The equation was derived by a theory assuming linear relationships for the 

rate of the change in the net charge and the cross sectional area against the differences from each 
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equilibrium value.  Thus, it is very interesting to apply the theory to the reentrant volume phase 

transition consisting of both swelling and shrinking processes.  In this study we measured the 

reentrant volume phase transition of Poly(L-lysine-alt-terephthalic acid) (PPL) wall membranes of 

microcapsules [13,15-17].  The PPL wall membrane has an isoelectric point at pH 2.3.  The 

volume of the membrane takes the minimum around pH 4.5 (collapsed state), where a complex 

polyion structure is assumed to be formed [15].  There exist excess carboxylic groups above pH 4.5 

and excess amino acid groups below pH 4.5 in the membrane.  Swollen states appear at both high 

pH and very low pH. In a previous paper [14], we analyzed the dynamics between pH 4.5 and high 

pH, but the same picture should be applicable to the dynamics between very low pH and pH 4.5.  

This condition results in the reentrant phase transition by pH change between pHs above and below 

4.5.  The previous theory was extended to involve reentrant phase transition and utilized to analyze 

the experimental data. 

      

II. Experimental results    

PPL microcapsules containing water were synthesized by an interfacial polycondensation reaction 

and dispersed in distilled water as described before [15].  An appropriate amount of buffer solution 

was added to it to obtain suspensions at a constant ionic strength of 0.1 and at desired pHs.  As the 

salts in the buffer solution can easily pass through the membrane, the dispersing medium outside and 
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inside of the microcapsule membranes is assumed to be the same after rinsing the microcapsules 

with desired dispersing media for 24 h. 

   The distribution of the outer radius r0 of the microcapsules were measured for microcapsules at 

pH=4.5 under an optical microscope.  The resultant size distribution was fairly small; the 

percentage of microcapsules with each outer radius being 1.8% for 4.7-5.6 m, 4.7% for 5.6-6.9 m, 

9.5% for 6.9-8.3 m, 15.5% for 8.3-10.1 m, 21.0% for 10.1-12.2 m, 20.3% for 12.2-14.7 m, 14.4% 

for 14.7-17.8 m, 7.6% for 17.8-21.6 m and 2.6% for 21.6-26.1 m.  The ratio of the membrane 

thickness  to r0 was determined for selected microcapsules with different sizes at the same pH=3.8 

by using a single particle light scattering method [13,18].   was linearly proportional to r0, and the 

proportional coefficient was (7.5 ± 0.2) x 10-3 in the range of r0 being 9-14 m.   It is reasonable to 

obtain the proportional relationship between  and r0 for the microencapsulation by means of the 

emulsion polymerization.  This simple relationship ensures that an analysis of selected 

microcapsules represents typical characteristics of a collection of microcapsules at the same pH and 

pH change.   

   Microcapsules were incubated in a buffer solution at a predetermined pH = 4 (swollen state) for 

reaching the equilibrium state.   Five l of the microcapsule suspension at pH 4 was dripped on a 

cellulose mesh soaked in 10ml buffer solution at pH 7 (swollen state) in a petri dish settled on an 

optical microscope stage.  The time course of the cross sectional area of microcapsules after a pH 
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jump was observed for microcapsules with different sizes under the microscope and recorded on a 

videotape.  The cross sectional area S of the microcapsules was measured on a monitor image 

reproduced from the videotape.  The suspension was also dripped in buffer solutions at pH 8 and 10, 

and the dynamics for microcapsules with similar sizes were traced.  

  Figure 1 shows the time courses of the cross-sectional area S by the pH quench from pH 4 to 7(a) 

(System A (smaller MC), B (larger MC)) and 8(b) (System C (smaller MC), D (larger MC)) for 

microcapsules with different sizes.  Quick decrease of S  was followed by a long lag phase and 

S-shaped increase at all the conditions.  Both the time interval of the lag phase and the sharpness of 

the S-shaped increase of S  are smaller for the smaller microcapsules.   Figure 2 shows the time 

course of S of microcapsules with a similar size for different pH quench depths (from pH=4 to 

7(System B), 8(D), or 10(E)).  As the quench depth at the pH jump is increased, the time interval of 

the lag phase decreases and the sharpness of the S-shaped enhancement at the swelling becomes 

more noticeable. 

III. Theoretical Approach 

After we briefly summarize the theory for the shrinking and the swelling of the microcapsule gel 

discussed in the previous paper [14], then we extends it to deal with the reentrant behavior. 

 

Brief survey of theory for time development for shrinking and swelling processes 
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    The theory is based on the idea that the swelling and the shrinking are resulted from the 

competition between the elasticity and the charge repulsion of the membrane [14].  The elastic 

property is described in terms of the size; the cross sectional area is chosen as the variable 

expressing the size.  The electric property is described by an introduction of “effective charge”.  

Then, the thermodynamic state of a microcapsule is assumed to be expressed by the two parameters, 

the “effective” charge of the membrane q  and the cross sectional area S  of the microcapsule.  

Note that the cross sectional area is observed directly but the effective charge is not.  Therefore, to 

compare the theoretical result with the experimental one, it is required that the final theoretical result 

is expressed in terms of only the cross sectional area. 

    On the basis of the conventional non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the relaxation process is 

expressed by the time development of the thermodynamic quantities q  and S .  Let us consider 

the time development from the initial state ),( II Sq  to the final equilibrium state ),( eqeq Sq .  The 

driving force may be proportional to the quench depth; the driving forces at the state ),( Sq  for the 

cross sectional area and for the effective charge are respectively given by 

)( eqelel SSKF ,       (1) 

)( eqcc qqKF ,       (2) 

where elK  and cK  are positive force constants.  The collapsed state is a quite special state.  The 

presence of the lag time shows the high stability of this state.  As discussed in the previous paper, 
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the swelling process from the collapsed state is quite slow.  This means that the repulsion force due 

to the membrane charge at the collapsed state is very small.  Since the magnitude of the charge 

repulsion is expressed by the magnitude of the effective charge, we can define the collapsed state by 

0q .  The high stability requires that the driving force for the size should disappear at the 

collapsed state.  In order that the driving force satisfies this requirement, the force constant elK  

should be a function of q  and vanish at 0q .  The simplest expression of elK  is given by 

qKKel 0 ,        (3) 

where 0K  is a positive constant.   For the effective charge, there are no special states at which the 

driving force vanishes.  Then, the force constant cK  can be expected to be independent of q  and 

S .   

   The time development equation expressing the relationship between the time t  and the 

thermodynamic quantities )(tq  and )(tS  is given by the simultaneous equations in terms of the 

driving forces; 

),)()((1)(
eqel StStKqF

fdt
tdS       (4) 

))(()(
eqCC qtqF

dt
tdq .       (5) 

where f  is the frictional coefficient and C  is the kinetic coefficient for the effective charge.  

The constants K  and  are given by fKK /0  and CC K , respectively.  The solution 

of the simultaneous equations of (4) and (5) is given by 
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)e1(e)(

)e1)((exp)()( -

t
eq

t
I

t
eqIeqeqIeq

qqtq

qqKtKqSSStS
    (6) 

Time development equation of reentrant behavior 

  The dynamics discussed in the above has been verified for the swelling and the shrinking 

processes in the high pH region.  From now on, we extend the above theory to deal with the 

reentrant behavior.  Let us regard the reentrant process as a combination of the shrinking process 

from the swollen state at low pH to the collapsed state at pH 4.5 (Process I) and the swelling process 

from the collapsed state to the swollen state at high pH (Process II).  Although the signs of the 

charge in the membrane for Process I and for Process II are different, the charge repulsion effect can 

be described by the positive variable q .  However, the value of  in Process I and in Process II 

may be different, since the species of the ions relaxing the force constant is different; the values of 

 for Process I and of Process II are respectively denoted by 1  and 2 .  This means that the 

effective charge q  is not a suitable variable to express the time development of the reentrant 

process entirely.  The force constant ))(()( tqKtKK elelel  of the driving force for the size is a 

more suitable variable since elK  is reasonably defined all over the pH region.  In terms of elK , 

eqs. (4) and (5) are rewritten as 

),)()((1)(
eqel StStK

fdt
tdS        (7) 

))((
)( eq

elel
el KtK

dt
tdK

,       (8) 

where eq
elK  is the force constant at the final equilibrium state.   
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The simultaneous equations of (7) and (8) can be understood as follows.   The size of the 

microcapsules is relaxed by the driving force proportional to the deviation from the equilibrium 

value.  The ion flow from the core to the outer dispersing medium changes the force constant elK , 

and then the force constant depends on the time.  The force constant relaxes and finally reaches the 

equilibrium value.  The rate of the relaxation is proportional to the quench depth of the force 

constant.  This picture based on the time dependent force constant is more natural than that based 

on the effective charge to discuss the entire reentrant process.  Therefore, we adopt the force 

constant elK  as the thermodynamic variables to describe the reentrant dynamics instead of the 

effective charge q .  In this picture, the collapsed state is characterized by the vanishing force 

constant; 0elK .  The time course from the initial state ),( I
I
el SK  to the final equilibrium state 

),( eq
eq
el SK  is given by 

)e1(e)(

)e1)((1exp)()( -

teq
el

tI
elel

teq
el

I
el

eq
el

eqIeq

KKtK

KK
f

t
f

K
SSStS

.   (9) 

 

The initial state of the reentrant process at low pH, the collapsed state and the final state at high 

pH are, respectively, denoted by ),( L
L
el SK , ),0( 0S  and ),( H

H
el SK .  Process I and Process II are 

regarded as the shrinking process from the state ),( L
L
el SK  to the state ),0( 0S  and the swelling 

process from ),0( 0S  to ),( H
H
el SK , respectively. 
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For Process I, ),(),( L
L
elI

I
el SKSK , ),0(),( 0SSK eq

eq
el  and 1a .  Then, from eq.(9), we 

have the time course for the shrinking process; 

tL
elel

t
L
el

L

KtK
f

K
SSStS

1

1

e)(

)e1(exp)()( -

1
00      (10) 

The function )(tS  shown above is convex downward.  As discussed in the previous paper, the size 

S  can not reach the collapsed size 0S  even in the limit t  in the shrinking process, since the 

mechanisms inducing slower dynamics are neglected [14].  This merely shows that it takes quite a 

long time for the microcapsules to shrink completely.  For Process II, ),0(),( 0SSK I
I
el , 

),(),( H
H
eleq

eq
el SKSK  and 2a .  Then, we have the time course for the swelling process; 

)e1()(

)e1(exp)()(

2

2-

2
0

tH
elel

t
H
el

H
el

HH

KtK
f

K
t

f
K

SSStS
.    (11) 

The function )(tS  is an S-shaped increasing function.  The properties of the functions (10) for 

Process I and (11) for Process II qualitatively agree with the experimental results shown in the 

previous section.  

  Eliminating the time t  from eqs. (10) and (11), we have the pathway of the reentrant behavior on 

elK - S  plane.  The pathway is given for Process I by 

 
f
KK

SSSS
L
elel

L
1

00 exp)( ,            (12) 

and for Process II by 
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f
KKKK

SSSS
H
elel

H
elel

HH
2

0
/1ln

exp)( .           (13) 

The curves expressing the shrinking process and the swelling process are different in the diagram, 

since these processes are done in non-equilibrium.  

 

IV. Analysis of Experimental Results  

The experimental data for Process II (the swelling process) are quantitatively analyzed on the basis 

of the theory, in contrast that Process I (the shrinking process) is hard to be analyzed on account of 

rapid relaxation.  For convenience in the analysis of the swelling data, we introduce two time 

constants 2/1C  and H
elM Kf / , where C  and M , respectively, correspond to the 

relaxation times of the force constant (the effective charge) and the microcapsule size.  In terms of 

the time constants, we rewrite eq. (11) as 

)e1()(

)e1(exp)()(

/

/
0

C

C

tH
elel

t

M

C

M
HH

KtK

tSSStS
.     (14) 

The inflection point of S-shaped increase of S(t) is given by 

     
c

M

2

c

M

c

M
cIP 4

2
1

2
11lntt     (15) 

Near the inflection point, the function is approximately expressed by the linear equation;  

))(()()( IPIPIP tttStStS            (16) 
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The slope of the line )( IPtS  shows the sharpness of the S-shaped increase.  

  The parameters M  and c  were determined by a least squares fit.  The data points and the 

calculated curves using the values of c  and M  are in fairly good agreement, as shown in Figs. 1 

and 2.  The sets of the resultant time constants ( C , M ) are (30.3s, 22.7s), (30.3s, 0.6s), (26.3s, 

9.6s), (26.3s, 0.2s) and (17.0s, 0.1s), respectively, for the systems A, B, C, D, and E.    From the 

comparison of the systems (A and B), and the systems (C and D), M  decreases with the size. This 

resulte in the decrease in the slope at the inflection point S’(tIP) , i.e., the sharpness of the S-shaped 

increase in the swelling process decreases. The decrease of M  with size could be attributed to the 

increase of the friction coefficient f with decreasing the membrane thickness  ∝ ro. With 

increasing the pH quench depth, C and M  decrease simultaneously.  This behavior of M  is 

also consistent with the theory which predicts a decrease of M by decreasing the force constant 

H
elK  with the increase in pH quench depth.   

   In conclusion, a reentrant volume phase transition, swollen-collapsed-swollen phase transition, 

was first observed for microcapsules with hydrogel membrane.  The phenomenological theory 

previously developed was extended to cover the reentrant phase transition by introducing a new 

aspect that force constant of the driving force for the size change was regarded as a dynamic 

constant.  The entire volume behavior is explained using the theory qualitalively.  The size and 
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quench depth dependence of the relaxation time M  in the swelling process observed and predicted 

from the theory agree fairly well.     
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Figure captions 

Figure 1.  Time course of cross sectional area S of microcapsules with different sizes after a 

pH-jump from pH 4 to 7 (a) and to 8 (b).  The symbols (▲), (△), (●), and (◯) denote the systems 

A, B, C, and D, respectively.  Solid lines are calculated by using Eq. (14) with the parameters in the 

text.  Dashed lines are drawn for the guide of eyes. 

Figure 2.  Time course of cross sectional area S of microcapsules with a similar size after a 

pH-jump from pH 4 to 7(∆; system B), 8(○; system D) and 10 (□; system E).  Solid lines are 

calculated by using Eq. (14) with the parameters in the text.  Dashed lines are drawn for the guide 

of eyes. 
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